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This year, the choice was to present a series of environments based on
contemporary eclecticism. Environments that skillfully blend furniture
elements of different styles, tastefully combining solutions that are never
excessive but always elegant and distinctive. To do this, SICIS introduced into
its Home collections pieces of the highest Italian craftsmanship, decorative
furniture entirely handmade with techniques that few now master.
Furnishings inspired by Rococo style, Empire style, and Neoclassical flavours
all reinterpreted and updated according to contemporary tastes. Thus, we
find splendid wooden mirrors finished in gold leaf hung on animal-printed
Vetrite walls, buffets with claw feet and gold friezes juxtaposed with modern
glass tables and 1960s chairs.

 

SICIS impresses with its eclectic and timeless proposals
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SYSTEM CERAMICS
REBRANDING

System Ceramics, the Coesia company, an international leader in the
production of technologies for ceramics, presents the Company’s new brand
identity, implementing a series of actions aimed at strengthening its
positioning in the mechanical-ceramic sector on a global scale.

Through this rebranding operation, System Ceramics aims to increase its
international brand awareness, attract new customers and talents, and
reinforce its presence in the market through a path of growth and the
enhancement of its business model. Despite a complicated year for various
aspects, the Italian technologies and machinery for the ceramic industry sector
closed 2022 with increased revenues: according to the estimated drawn up by
MECS - Centro Studi Acimac, the turnover of the entire sector amounted to
2,164 million euros, up 5.2% on 2021.
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The Armani Group is pleased to announce a new partnership between
Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio and UAE-based master developer Arada for
the design of the residential units, common areas and amenities for an ultra-
luxury new addition to Dubai’s skyline, Armani Beach Residences Palm
Jumeirah. Designed by Tadao Ando, Armani Beach Residences Palm Jumeirah
features the Japanese Pritzker- Prize-winning architect’s longstanding
emphasis on the association between nature and architecture.
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The Armani Group announced their new project the Armani Beach
Residences Palm Jumeirah in Dubai, partnership with Tadao Ando architect
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